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THE LEAGUE’S FREEDOM PROGRAM

No political movement can exist in a moral vacuum, and Australians have traditionally accepted that it was the Christian Faith that generated our rich cultural heritage.

The League of Rights seeks to help create a body of dedicated men and women who serve, not for their own material gain, but encourages and equips individuals to independently exercise their own initiative in the service of freedom.
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The development of these Kitchen Table Meetings is specifically tailored towards empowering individuals and communities - for them to be equipped to independently exercise their own initiative in the service of freedom.

**Responsible Voter, Responsible Vote, Responsible Politician**

Australia can only ever be a vibrant and dynamic democracy while there are sufficient ‘individuals and communities’ robustly engaging and holding to account locally the ‘bureaucracy’ and ‘politicians secure within their political parties’ or appointments. This responsibility for action is unavoidable if we are to remain a free and vibrant people and not allow the Left-Right dialectical conflict to lead us towards a totalitarian dictatorship.

You see, the Vote does not end on election day, it continues all year round. Most political power must reside with the individual. As Solzhenitsyn said 1997, equally valid today: "We will influence the course of our own historical fate"

Our staff are able to provide in-depth training for you to regularly hold your own ‘Kitchen Table Meetings’ and localised action-workshop. Contact our Head Office for training.

Those who participate in these Kitchen Table Meetings will appreciate the empowering and uplifting ‘skills’ brought about by the Responsible Voter pursuing a Responsible Vote, responsible politicians pursuing a responsible political, responsible voices pursuing a responsible voice, responsible politicians and responsible voices pursuing a responsible voice. Through those who participate in these Kitchen Table Meetings,

**We will influence the course of our own Australian history.**

As an Australian Christian, I feel that it is important to bring together the various elements of our culture and our faith in one platform. The Kitchen Table Meetings are a great way to do this. They are held regularly and participants are able to provide in-depth training for themselves and others in their area. These meetings are scheduled to run imminently across the other states in Australia. Don’t miss out. Contact HO for further details in your area.

Democracy in the unarguable sense of the word means the rule of the people - that is, a system in which the people are truly in charge of their daily lives and can influence the course of their own historical fate. There is nothing of the sort in Russia today - Isayevich (Aleksandr) Solzhenitsyn.

**The Left, The Right and The Truth**

Geoffrey Dobbs

KITCHEN TABLE MEETINGS

The Australian League of Rights is a Christian-based service movement, that unreservedly accepts the Christian Law of Love. It does not seek political power, but is concerned with the maintenance of the individual’s rights to learn and to work. The recorded lessons are published in ‘Douglas Social Credit: The Policy of Freedom’, and other topics include ‘Family, Health, Community and Local Government’.

A recent series of Kitchen Table Meetings has been conducted in WA, Victoria & NSW based on the manipulation of news and opinions and how to counter it, which shows what is possible within a vibrant and dynamic community. These Kitchen Table Meetings are scheduled to run imminently across the other states in Australia. Don’t miss out. Contact HO for further details in your area.

**THE LEAGUE PRAYER**

Lord God Almighty, we humbly ask Thy blessing on the work of the League. That all activities engaged in be under the direction of the Holy Spirit and may be under the direction of the Holy Spirit. Thy presence on the work of the League be with us at all times. Lord God Almighty, we humbly ask.

**VERITASBOOKS.COM.AU**

The young are looking for answers. What better than a “gift subscription” to our publications - On Target & New Times Survey? $50.00 per gift subscription! Contact our Head Office for details.